
On the occasion of our 25th Annual Exhibition, we caught up with 
some of LIP’s longest-running members. Here they reflect on the 
group’s history, share personal favourite images, and discuss what it 
is about photography that has held their interest over the years.

The Photographers’ Place

The younger generation of  LIP members may not 
know that the seeds of  LIP 
originated at the Photographers’ Place, in Bradbourne, 
Derbyshire.

Paul Hill ran workshops with well-known photogra-
phers from the UK and America. The late Angela Hill 
played an essential role in the organisation (with food, 
etc) of  the workshops.

Many of  LIP’s founder members experienced oppor-
tunities to gain a better understanding of  photography 
in general and within in their own photography. We 
returned time and time again to this special place 
created by Paul and Angela. 

I was still living in the Netherlands but came to the 
UK three times to take part in the workshops. It was a 
very special place for photography and photographers, 
and unique in its kind.

These photographs were taken during the various 
workshops, and visualise the atmosphere of  the place.

- Yoke Matze Clockwise: Paul Hill and the late Raymond Moore (UK); Open air print assessment with 
Lewis Baltz (USA); Paul Hill with Lewis Baltz (USA); Tea break with Paul and Angela Hill 
and Paul Caponigro (USA)

Virginia Khuri

Pictures of my studio including the LIP ‘Round Table’ 
I thought this would be the best way to speak of  LIP’s beginning; the idea was first generated at my round 
table. Then all the subsequent plans were made there, committee meetings held there once a committee was 
formed,  print viewing sessions initiated there, the newsletter collated and posted out from there, and exhibi-
tions selected. It was really the hub, the centre of  LIP, in the early days before the digital revolution.

Mayfair, 1987
I wish I could remember which of  my pictures I brought to the first Blu-tack show 
that LIP held back in September 1987, but I never made a note at the time; I 
imagine I just took my then current portfolio along, probably including this picture 
which I’d recently taken. I still have the list of  pictures for the first LIP show at the 
Mermaid Theatre in May-July 1989, and out of  56 pictures by 19 photographers, 
‘Mayfair, 1987’ was my sole contribution. It’s a picture I’ve shown a few times 
since then, sold a few times and is in the Museum of  London collection, and an 
early print has hung with others on my stairs for many years, now looking rather 
dusty. We used the picture on the poster of  the London Arts Café show ‘Café 
Life’ in 2005. 

Peter Marshall

Sam Tanner

I have been a member of  LIP since it began. It was a 
much smaller group then and a group of  us used to meet 
at Ginny Khuri’s studio. These small, informal meetings 
were, I think, important to all who attended. The group 
which did not usually reach double figures gave everyone 
space and time to show work. The current groups are 
really based on this simple and very effective model.

My son and granddaughter, taken not long after she was born

David Malarkey

Fading (Again)                                                                  Bridge
Very recently, by happy coincidence, I came across a box of  prints dating from the early years of  LIP. Fading 
(Again) comes from a series in which I tried to re-create images from the past, using myself  as a model. At the 
time, I was fascinated by the way Victorian photographers constructed images that could not be captured by 
the technology of  the day. I still am. This image predates Photoshop; it is assembled from several darkroom 
prints, using glue, scalpels, tiny brushes, sandpaper and a great deal of  time and eyesight.

Bridge was from a Paul Hill workshop at about the time that LIP was being founded. We had been on a field 
trip and it was gloomy, chilly and raining sulkily. I saw this, a rather dreary scene in real life, and set up the 
tripod; it was my last sheet of  film. The exposure time was fifteen minutes but should have been longer, as 
the light was fading. I resisted the cries of  “Get in the car!” until the exposure was complete and ran back with 
apologies. They had to be patient anyway, because I was the driver.

In those days, you had to wait to discover what you’d done and it wasn’t until I saw this image coming up in 
the developer tray that I realised I’d somehow crossed, metaphorically, some sort of  mental bridge. Instead 
of  looking for oven-ready subjects that would make sure-fire images, I was beginning to understand how the 
scene in front of  the camera could be used to make the image that I wanted. A small change, perhaps, but I’m 
still working on it.

Brian Pomeroy

Renovation III 
Here is an image that I made around the time that LIP 
was set up. I am member number 18, so I suppose I was 
in the very first batch of  people to join! This is an early 
example of  a long-running series of  photographs  I have  
made - and am still making - of  houses under renovation. 

Edward Bowman

Doppelganger
My name is Edward Bowman. I have had an interest in photography since 
childhood. When I retired I went back to college and took two Masters 
degrees - one in photography and the other in digital art.

I loved the opportunity to fix a moment in the flow of time and to grasp it 
forever. Moments can be precious and may reveal a world invisible to the naked 
eye - almost another dimension. I was always fascinated how this process subtly 
changes reality and transposes it into fantasy and magic. I have seen the fantas-
tic changes that have taken place in this medium, which now must live in that 
half-world that exists between recorded fact and art. 

I have a series of  images taken through the windows of  moving buses. From 
that viewpoint I can see marvellous activity and I have the technical means to 
capture the image at fast speeds. It is challenging and exciting.

Avril Harris

Membership of  LIP meant an enormous amount 
to me in my early days as a photographer, the 
support and encouragement helped me both 
with my work and with my own confidence in 
my work. It was this that made it easy for me, 
in turn, to volunteer to help others, both as a 
member of  the committee and as an Exhibition 
Organizer. When one has received so much, 
giving back is a pleasure.

This image was made in 1991. I had by then been a 
member of  LIP for about three years. 

With LIP I learned to think deeply about my approach 
to photography and came to realise that I was more 
interested in making images that were about something 
rather than simply of something. 

The shadow figure is my youngest daughter, then 
about 17 years old and on the verge of  leaving home 
for who knew what future. The table was in our dining 
room, the centre of  many family gatherings over the 
years. The symbolism of  the vase of  flowers I leave to 
the viewer.

I have LIP to thank for showing me the many different 
ways you can use photography to express an idea.

Len Salem Yoke Matze

This image is part of  a larger body of  work. I stayed 
in a Riad in Marrakech. In one of  the rooms I found 
curtains playing with the light and movements of  the 
wind. The patterns they created were mesmerising. I 
chased the light...



By the cottage above,
in my childhood days ,
the donkey brought turf  from the back-breaking bog
and grandmother cooked on a cast iron range.

Now dwarfed by a Celtic Tiger’s lair
with gaudy, ochre-coloured wall,
where a levy’s been placed on the septic tank
and a lorry delivers imported oil

Glenda Colquhoun

Lucy O’Meara

Chess Players, Luxembourg Gardens, Paris 2003
This was taken in 2003 for an exhibition entitled Rues de Paris. I just liked the way it gives a snapshot into every 
day Parisien life and how the players were so engrossed in their game that they were totally oblivious to the 
camera. I felt that I had managed to capture something special and I think black and white works very well with 
this one.

You find me somewhere I had never imagined to be, all those years ago when I 
joined LIP as a result of  connections made through attending workshops at Paul 
Hill’s place in Derbyshire and Peter Goldfield’s ‘Duckspool’ down in Somerset. I 
am writing this in Perth, Western Australia where I have been based for the two 
and a half  years. My specialization, airport planning and design, brought me here to 
help design the expansion of  Perth Airport. Now I have found myself  in an excit-
ing but entirely different environment where everything, and especially the light, is 
completely different and with very little free time. The result is that I do not have 
much to show photographically as yet. And my older work is now getting very old.

I did however take some pictures last weekend. I generally work in series of  
images rather than individual pictures so imagine it as part of  a group of  rural 
scenes, as yet unfound. Although remote, and in Perth one really appreciates what 
it is to be located in the most isolated capital city in the world, I do enjoy keeping 
up with the photographic goings on in London through LIP.

Richard Spencer

Eva Turrell

John H Rhodes
Highlands of Scotland
I caught sight of  a lady weaving on the roadside when approaching a sharp bend en route 
from Ullapool to Lochinver in the Highlands of  Scotland. I did an about turn and parked 
close by.  

I asked if  she would mind me photographing her, and whilst pondering this she said I 
wasn’t carrying a camera. I explained I used a large format camera similar to those used in 
Victorian times, which was in the car. She was intrigued and gave me permission.

Whilst setting up the camera we chatted and she told me she was Dutch and the wool 
she was spinning came from her own small flock of  sheep, with a local man shearing them 
for her, hard work she couldn’t tackle herself, especially for a woman of  her age. I know 
the strenuous work involved having done some shearing in my youth on my uncle’s farm. 
She spins the wool and, weather permitting, sells various items on the side of  the road, 
including skeins of  wool for the local knitting community.

Following our initial meeting we struck up a friendship and I have visited her a few 
times since. We exchange Christmas cards and I have photographed some of  the animals 
brought to her from far and wide to recover, images I then use to create cards for her.

A few years ago she had saved just enough money to buy the smallest one-bedroom 
self-build timber frame house, but was unable to do or pay for the construction herself. 
Local villagers, in their spare time, used their various skills to do this for her knowing she 
had spent years living in the very cold draughty barn she had shared with her beloved 
abandoned animals.

On my last visit I was invited into her home where I was given warm hospitality. This I 
shared with an unwell hen and her chicks, who enjoyed an area closest to her wood burner.

This chance meeting and a request to photograph, has led to an on-going friendship and 
my sharing in a small part of  another person’s life.

Though I was born and raised in Luton, Beds. I spent 
my formative years travelling, finding photography in 
a darkroom on a kibbutz in Israel. Years passed, film 
processes and techniques checked out, and in 1992 I 
returned ‘home’ to the UK with my family. Aside from 
the basics of  shelter/work and food the key support I 
needed was to talk to like-minded souls about ‘F-stops’ 
etc and somehow I found LIP (‘for the independent 
photographer’) – perfect.

Over the years LIP has felt like an oasis for fellow 
travellers and I spent some years on the Committee, 
and even ‘chair’ for a few.

My photography has moved on over the years, 
through a long love affair with Kodak HIE to now 
primarily using my Bronica SQA with a 40mm wide 
angle lens and Provia 100 - with a minimal landscape.

LIP, thank you.

Shot on Kodak HIE, 2005 - one of my last shots on that film

Quentin Ball

Sabes Sugunasabesan
In search of my visual alter ego
When I joined LIP, my practice of  photography was informed by 
the idea of  spectacular single images. I did not fully understand the 
notion of  personal photography which is the core philosophy of  
LIP. Hardly anyone talked in terms good or bad pictures. Instead, 
discussions at the satellite groups focused on motivation, process 
and developing projects. Also I had this notion that art should 
serve the people - a legacy of  early politicisation. There was no 
documentary or political photographers in the satellite group I 
attended. By that time, I had not come across any written material 
on personal vision in photography either. 

Although I was attracted to photography by documentary tradi-
tion, as I was practising photography as a hobby I decided that 
I would not do documentary work. Although I was political my 
photography did not reflect political issues. While no instruc-
tions were given on what to photograph, LIP provided a space to 
search. Coming from a strong ideological background and instruc-
tive educational system my journey in LIP was a challenging one. 
There was a period of  absence from LIP and photography after 
reading Susan Sontag. Progress was slow as well. I may have bene-
fited faster had I taken a formal course but it may have taken me 
elsewhere. Perhaps!

After years of  wondering in the wilderness of  photography, I 
think I can say that I have an understanding of  personal vision and 
some idea of  what my photographic practice is. I don’t want to 
articulate it for fear that it would become fixed, but I am happy 
to share that my photographic practice is close to my values, 

Peter Jennings

Playmates 1955 photograph Michael Jennings      Playmates 2013 photograph Peter Jennings      

When I was six my father took a photograph of  me with two playmates. As you 
can see, we aspire to be cowboys. A Wild Bunch if  I ever saw one.

At age ten I contributed a short article (plus cover design) to my school’s maga-
zine, The Pioneer. It was my first ‘article’, and with my subsequent writings on 
photography I’m tempted to say it has not been surpassed:

That hobby, along with music, went on to become a serious pursuit. This 
summer I photographed a ‘Musaic’ - a trio I play with. It’s a coincidence that, like 
the cowboy picture, I am positioned on the left with my new playmates, Jane Rich-
ards (singer) and Pat Bacon (Flute & tenor sax) to the right. 

Another band that I play bluegrass with wanted a cowboy song so I volunteered 
to write one. I had been on two excellent trips organised by Quentin Ball (another 
25-year LIP member) to New Mexico, Colorado and Wyoming. That qualified me 
to write a cowboy song, didn’t it? I tore up all my lyrics, they seemed pretentious 
- I’d never been a cowboy, how could I write a cowboy song? Then I realised I had 
been – in 1955. So the song Cowboys Played Guitars wrote itself. 

temperament and feelings. It is close to my relationship to the world 
around me and my memories. I am happy that some of  my recent 
projects reflect these qualities. These are An Ode to Sri Lanka, Swans-
combe Stroll, Family Albums and various works done for Crossing 
Lines group exhibitions. These are cumulative influences of  the core 
philosophy of  LIP, teachers associated to LIP, contemporary group 
conferences, the Crossing Lines group, formally trained photography 
friends and teachings of  J Krishnamurti. Personal vision is a common 
thread in all these influencers. 

Angela Inglis

Photography has enabled me to record 
the dramatic changes in the St Pancras 
and King’s Cross area where I lived 
for 26 years until September 27th, 
2013.  My first book, ‘Railway Lands, 
Catching St Pancras and King’s Cross’ 
was published on November 14th, 
2007 (the opening date of  St Pancras 
Station). It records the changing land-
scape before and during the building of  
the international station, starting with 
the decaying St Pancras Gardens and 
the dramatic gasholders, then cover-
ing the gradual transformation of  St 
Pancras and the surrounding area. 

My second book, published in 
September 2012, is about three 
successful campaigns that saved the 

eastern side of  King’s Cross Station from becoming an office city. 
The stories are of  local people who fought and campaigned until they 
won. Again my photography shows the buildings and streets that 
were saved and records many of  the campaigners. This is a collabo-
rative book with one chapter written by Randal Keynes about kill-
ing off British Rail’s plans to build the international station at King’s 
Cross, and two chapters about the history of  the area by Malcolm 
Tucker, a local historian. 


